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AbstratThe OpenMath framework for transmitting mathematialobjets over the Internet relies on the onept of ContentDitionaries (CDs) to de�ne the semantis of mathemati-al objets. This is an essential measure for establishinga meaningful ommuniation among mathematial softwaresystems (and humans).Currently, the infrastruture for oneiving, administer-ing, viewing CDs is limited to a �le-based almost at reposi-tory. In this paper, we propose to use the OMDo extensionof the OpenMath Xml enoding as an infrastruture to ex-press and manipulate ontent ditionary information. OM-Do extends OpenMath by support for doument markup(making the CDs more readable to the human user) andstrutured spei�ation (making them more expliit, formal,and allow the user to reuse, and inherit CD information ina exible, but well-de�ned way).1 IntrodutionIt is plausible to expet that the way we do (oneive, de-velop, ommuniate about, and publish) mathematis willhange onsiderably in the next ten years. The Internetplays an ever-inreasing role in our everyday life, and most ofthe mathematial ativities will be supported by mathemati-al software systems like omputer algebra systems, theoremprovers, mathematial knowledge bases, visualisation tools,et; we will jointly all them mathematial servies, if theyare available on the Internet. These will be onneted by aommonly aepted distribution arhiteture. From the ex-periene with our MathWeb [FHJ+99, FK99℄ and similarexperiments [DCN+00, AZ00℄ we an distinguish four kindsof problems that have to be overome for realizing the visionof reating a world wide web of ooperating mathematialservies. We will review them briey and point out theirrelation to the OpenMath e�ort.Syntax This is the very problem addressed by the Open-Math Xml enoding. With its imminent wider a-eptane, and the emerging set of support tools, thisproblem will soon be solved.Protool/Control The problems of low-level ommunia-tion and ommon ontrol protools have to be deidedupon in the onrete appliation. OpenMath does notmake a ontribution here, but empirially, a very widerange of suh protools and arhitetures an be ex-ibly modeled by agent-oriented programming [JW98,

JW00℄; in MathWeb we have experimented with theurrent de-fato standard Kqml [FF94℄ with good re-sults. While a large-sale evaluation of this approah isstill missing, we will not pursue this in this paper andrefer the reader to [FHJ+99, AK00℄.Semantis For the integration of systems it is ruial tospeify onisely and without ambiguity the meaningof the exhanged formulae, i.e. there is the problem ofestablishing a semantis for the ommuniated mathe-matial objets. Otherwise the results of the integratedsystem an be arbitrary1. This is well-known as the so-alled ontology problem in distributed arti�ial intelli-gene, the aepted solution to this is to either takereourse to a ommon set of onepts (the ontology)or to negotiate a private ontology for the ommunia-tion. OpenMath reognizes this and o�ers the meha-nism of \ontent ditionaries": mahine-readable, butnormally informal de�nitions of the mathematial on-epts involved.Context The ontext problem is a variant of the semantisproblem, i.e. in the ommuniation of two mathemat-ial software systems (or more generally agents) it isadvantageous to maintain a sense of shared ontext orstate. For instane, the state an be used to refer bakto (parts of) previous formulae that are kept in the so-alled ontext. Of ourse it is possible to eliminate on-text/state from the ommuniation by retransmittingthe relevant parts of the ontext, but this an lead toan exponential inrease in osts. As a onsequene al-most all mathematial software systems use some formof ontext for the ommuniation with the user. TheOpenMath ommunity has repeatedly disussed theonept of \dynami CD" for this, but has not reaheda onlusion yet.All in all we see that the onept of ontent ditionar-ies in OpenMath addresses important problems (semantisand ontext) in the ommuniation of mathematial objetsover the Internet. Before we go on, let us briey reviewthe struture of CDs (see Figure 1 for an example); theyare basially olletions of symbol delarations2 , whih use asimple inlusion mehanism (CDUses) for struturing.1Reall the reent inident of the NASA Mars mission, whereNASA spei�ed metri units but the ontrator used pounds andinhes (as a result the probe rashed on Mars.)2The atual term used is CDDefinition, whih is somewhat mis-leading, sine e.g. the property of being ommutative does not reallyde�ne addition.1



<CD><CDName>arith1</CDName><CDReviewDate>2000-09-01</CDReviewDate>...<CDUses><CDName>alg1</CDName>...<CDName>relation1</CDName></CDUses><Desription>This CD defines symbols for ommon arithmeti funtions.</Desription><CDDefinition><Name>plus</Name><Desription>An nary ommutative funtion plus.</Desription><CMP>Addition is ommutative, i.e. a+b=b+a</CMP><FMP>8 x; y:x+ y = y + x</FMP>3</CDDefinition>...</CD>Figure 1: An OpenMath Content DitionarySymbol delarations ontain a desription of the sym-bol together with a set of \ommented mathematial prop-erties" (CMP) and \formal mathematial properties" (FMP) inthe form of OpenMath objets. As we see in Figure 1,these an be arbitrary properties of the symbol (e.g. om-mutativity, but not assoiativity in the onrete example ofarith1.od).Note that this way of speifying the meaning of symbolsis at best a partial solution, sine the OpenMath frame-work does not o�er any support for ensuring onsisteny,oniseness, or manipulation of CDs. In short, CDs are notprimary objets in OpenMath:� They are mahine-readable (OpenMath spei�es anXml doument type de�nition), but not mahine-understandable, sine the only part of their ontentthat is fully formalized is administrative informationlike review- and expiry dates.� They are not objets intended for ommuniationthemselves, but are rather viewed as bakground ref-erenes for the implementors of phrase-books. Open-Math does provide an enoding of CDs as OpenMathobjets, but there are no phrase-books or appliationsusing that.As a onsequene, their ontent is largely informal (onlyHumans an interpret them anyway). Unfortunately, Open-Math misses out on the opportunity to serve also as a stan-dard for the theorem proving and software engineering (al-gebrai spei�ation ommunities and program veri�ation),where the preise (and mahine-understandable, i.e. formal)spei�ation of meaning is essential.Changing this situation, by providing support for mak-ing the semantis of mathematial objets expliit or evenformal is in some sense a muh larger task, whih involvesformalizing the mathematial theories behind them. We willshow that an extension of OpenMath (alled OMDo), anbe used as an infrastruture to support this task. In fat welaim (and we will substantiate this in setion 6) that OM-Do is a good drop-in replaement for CDs in OpenMath.3We have used the mathematial notation instead of the Open-Math representation to onserve spae here.

2 OMDo: OpenMath DoumentsOMDo extends the OpenMath standard to enompassmathematial douments (see [Koh00a℄). This is suitablefor our task sine almost all of mathematis (spei�ationsand properties of mathematial objets) is urrently om-muniated in doument form (publiations, letters, e-mails,talks,. . . ). As these douments have a omplex struture oftheir own (often left impliit by typographi onventions),the spei� task to be solved in the extension to OpenMathis to provide a standardized infrastruture for this as well.As a onsequene, OMDo provides two sorts of markupdevies; formirostruture of mathematial texts this largely om-prises the general pattern \de�nition, theorem, proof"that has long been onsidered paradigmati of math-ematial douments like textbooks and papers. Fur-thermore OMDo supports for auxiliary items like ex-planatory text, ross-referenes, exerises, applets, et.See [Koh00℄ for details. In a nutshell, OMDo usesspeialized Xml elements for all of these whih mayontain text representations (in form of CMPs) and for-mal versions (in the form of FMPs) of the mathematialontent.)marostruture in terms of mathematial theories. Forthis, OMDo tehniques from the �eld of software en-gineering (see e.g. [LEW96℄ for an introdution to al-gebrai spei�ation), whih fouses around the stru-tured spei�ation of strutured formal theories of thebehaviour of software and hardware.In this paper, we will presuppose an intuition about themirostruture of mathematial texts, but onentrate onthe treatment of mathematial theories (see setion 3).OMDo is developed in the MathWeb projet (seehttp://www.mathweb.org) to serve as� a ommuniation standard between mathematial ser-vies [FHJ+99, FK99℄.� a data format that supports the ontrolled re�nementfrom informal presentation to formal spei�ation ofmathematial objets and theories. Basially, an in-formal textual presentation an �rst be marked up,by making its disourse struture4 expliit, and thenformalizing the textually given mathematial knowl-edge in logial formulae (by adding FMP elements;see [Koh00℄ for details.� a basis for individualized (interative) books. OMDodouments an be generated from the MBase servie(see setion 6) making use of the disourse strutureinformation enoded in MBase. This appliation isjoint work with Arjeh Cohen's OpenMath projet atEindhoven.We are urrently evaluating OMDo in the developmentof a user-adaptive interative book inluding proof expla-nation based on IDA [CCS99℄. The OMDo representa-tion supports the formalization of (parts of) the mathe-matial knowledge in IDA and makes it aessible to the
mega [BCF+97℄ mathematial assistant system, whih an4lassifying text fragments as de�nitions, theorems, proofs, linkingtext, and their relations; we follow the terminology from omputa-tional linguistis here.2



prove some of the problems either fully automatially (byproof planning) or in interation with the user. This newlydeveloped formal data (it is not present in IDA now) willenable the reader to read and experiment with the proofsbehind the mathematial theory, muh as she an in thepresent version with the integrated omputer algebra sys-tem GAP [S+95℄.In the ontext of this projet, we have developed sophis-tiated mehanisms to translate OMDo representations tooutput formats like LATEX, HtML, MathMl, and the om-muniation formats of mathematial servies inluding the-orem provers and omputer algebra systems. This allows tobrowse OMDos on the web and to produe nie printedoutput.We also have �rst authoring tools for OMDo thatsimplify generating OMDo douments for the workingmathematiian. There is a simple OMDo mode for emas,and a LATEX style [Koh00b℄ that an be used to generateOMDo representations from LATEX soures and thus helpmigrate existing mathematial douments. A seond stepwill be to integrate the LATEX to OpenMath onversiontools developed in the OpenMath Esprit projet. MihelVollebregt has built a program that traverses an OMDoand substitutes various representations for formulae (inlud-ing the Mathematia, GAP, and Maple representations)with the orresponding OpenMath representations.3 Mathematial Theories in OMDoTraditionally, mathematial knowledge has been partitionedinto so-alled theories (see [FGT92, Far00℄ for an introdu-tion), often entered around ertain mathematial objetslike groups, �elds, or vetor spaes. Theories have been for-malized as olletions of� signature delarations (the symbols used in a par-tiular theory, together with optional typing informa-tion).� axioms (the logial laws de�ning the theory).� theorems; these are in fat logially redundant, sinethey are entailed by the axioms.In software engineering a losely related onept is knownunder the label of an (algebrai) spei�ation, that isused to speify the intended behavior of programs. There,the onept of a theory (spei�ation) is muh more elab-orated to support the strutured development of spei�a-tions. Without this struture, real world spei�ations be-ome unwieldy and unmanageable.In OMDo, we support this strutured spei�ation oftheories; we build upon the tehnial notion of a devel-opment graph [Hut99℄, sine this supplies a simple setof primitives for strutured spei�ations and also supportsmanagement of theory hange. Furthermore, it is logiallyequivalent to a large fragment of the emerging Casl stan-dard [CoF98℄ for algebrai spei�ation (see [AHMS00℄).All spei�ation languages support mehanisms for spe-ifying signature and axiom information, in partiular, mostalso support abstrat data types as a onvenient short-hand for sets of indutively de�ned objets and reursivefuntions on these. We will subsume these under the labelof simple theories and disuss their representation in OM-Do in the next setion. After that we will use setion 5to disuss the issue of struturing and reusing theories byimporting material from other theories.

4 Simple TheoriesTheories are spei�ed by the theory element in OMDo.Sine signature and axiom information are partiular to agiven theory, the symbol, definition, and axiom elementsmust be ontained in a theory as sub-elements.<theory id="monoid">: : :<symbol id="monoid"><ommonname xml:lang="en">monoid</ommonname><ommonname xml:lang="de">Monoid</ommonname><ommonname xml:lang="it">monoide</ommonname><signature system="simply-typed">set[any℄ -> (any -> any -> any) -> any -> bool</signature></symbol>: : :</theory>Figure 2: An OMDo symbol delarationsymbol This element spei�es the symbols for mathematialonepts, suh as 1 for the natural number \one", + foraddition, = for equality, or group for the property ofbeing a group. The symbol element has an id attributewhih uniquely identi�es it (in a OMDo doument).This information is suÆient to allow referring bak tothis symbol as an OpenMath symbol. For instanethe symbol delaration in Figure 4 gives rise to anOpenMath symbol that an be referened as <OMSd="monoid" name="monoid"/>.If the doument ontaining this symbol element isstored in a data base system, the OpenMath symbolould be looked up by its ommon name. The typeinformation spei�ed in the signature element har-aterizes a monoid as a three-plae prediate (takingas arguments the base set, the operation and a neutralelement).definition De�nitions give meanings to (groups of) sym-bols (delared in symbol elements elsewhere) in termsof already de�ned ones. For example the number 1 anbe de�ned as the suessor of 0 (spei�ed by the Peanoaxioms). Addition is usually de�ned reursively, et.The OMDo definition element supports severalkinds of de�nition mehanisms spei�ed in the typeattribute, urrently:simple The FMP ontains an OpenMath representa-tion of a logial formula that an be substitutedfor the symbol spei�ed in the item attribute ofthe de�nition.indutive The formal part is given by a set of reur-sive equations whose left and right hand sidesare spei�ed by the pattern and value elementsin requation elements. The termination proofneessary for the well-de�nedness of the de�ni-tion an be spei�ed in the just-by attribute ofthe de�nition.impliit Here, the FMP elements ontain a set of log-ial formulae that uniquely determines the valueof the symbols that are spei�ed in the items slotof the de�nition. Again, the neessary proof ofunique existene an be spei�ed in the just-byattribute.3



obj This an be used to diretly give the onept de-�ned here as an OpenMath objet, e.g. as agroup representation generated by a omputer al-gebra system.Figure 4 gives an example of a (simple) monoid de�ni-tion.For a desription of abstrat data types see [Koh00℄.<definition id="mon.d1" item="monoid" type="simple"><CMP>A struture (M; �; e), is alled a monoid,if (M; �) is a semi-group and e a unit for �.</CMP></definition>Figure 3: A De�nition of a monoid5 Complex Theories and InheritaneNot all de�nitions and axioms need to be expliitly statedin a theory; they an be inherited from other theories, pos-sibly transported by signature morphism. The inheritaneinformation is stated in an imports element.imports This element has a from attribute, whih spei�esthe theory whih exports the formulae.For instane, given a theory of monoids using the sym-bols set, op, neut (and axiom elements stating theassoiativity, losure, and neutral-element axioms ofmonoids), a theory of groups an be given by the theoryde�nition using import in Figure 5.<theory id="group"><imports id="group.import" from="monoid" type="global"/><axiom><CMP> Every objet in<OMOBJ><OMS d="monoid" name="set"/></OMOBJ> has an inverse.</CMP></axiom></theory>Figure 4: A theory of groups based on that of monoidsmorphism The morphism is a reursively de�ned funtion(it is given as a set of reursive equations using therequation element, desribed above). It allows toarry out the import of spei�ations modulo a er-tain renaming. With this, we an e.g. de�ne a the-ory of rings given as a tuples (R;+; 0;�; �; 1) by im-porting from a group (M; Æ; e; i) via the morphismfM 7! R; Æ 7! +; e 7! 0; i 7! �g and from a monoid(M; Æ; e) via the fM 7! R�; Æ 7! �; e 7! 1g, where R� isR without 0 (as de�ned in the theory of monoids).inlusion This element an be used to speify appliabilityonditions on the import onstrution. Consider for in-stane the situation given in Figures 5 and 5, where thetheory of lists of natural numbers is built up by import-ing from the theories of natural numbers and lists (ofarbitrary elements). The latter imports the elementspei�ation from the parameter theory of elements,thus to make the atualization of lists to lists of natu-ral numbers, all the symbols and axioms of the param-eter theory must be ful�lled by the natural numbers.

For instane if the parameter theory spei�es an order-ing relation on elements, this must also be present intheory Nat, and have the same properties there. Theserequirements an be spei�ed in the inlusion elementof OMDo. Due to lak of spae, we will not elaboratethis and refer the reader to [Hut99, Koh00℄.
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the theories nat-list.thy given in Figure 5 and the theoryof rings alluded to on page 4 with hypothetial equivalentCDs.readability We an use all the presentation mehanismsdeveloped in the ontext of the IDA projet mentionedin setion 2; this allows to browse CD information asstrutured texts (as opposed to CD representations inXml, whih is supported by the OpenMath tehnol-ogy) on the web and to produe nie printed output.de�nitions The de�nitions, axioms, and theorems given inthese theories an be expressed as CMPs and FMPs inCDDefinitions in the CD.In fat, we have developed Xsl style sheets that trans-form simple theories (see setion 4) into CDs andbak [Koh℄. This in partiular allows to migrate allexisting CDs into our proposed format.redundany Note that in the translation bak into CDformat we loose the information whih of the propertiesare de�ning, and whih just serve illustration purposes(they are tehnially redundant, and add no furtherspei�ation, sine they are entailed by the de�ningproperties).reuse both theories reuse other theories, by strutured in-lusion. The ring theory makes use of the monoidand group theories importing material via a renaming(CDUses does not allow this), and natlist.thy uses theparameterized theory list instantiating it with naturalnumbers. CDs for these theories would have to dupli-ate multiply used theories, whih an lead to ombi-natorial explosion, espeially in the ase of parametritheories.Another piee of infrastruture whih an be used forproviding OpenMath infrastruture for managing ontentditionary information is the MBase system, a MathWebservie that ats as a distributed mathematial knowl-edge base. We will not present the MBase system here(see [FK00, KF00℄), but only look at some appliations.MBase an be used to� ollet and integrate multiple CDs (in OMDo repre-sentation), in partiular, it an be used as a web-basedCD server.� generate personalized sub-douments or linearizationsof the strutured data based on a user model. Thissupports browsing and manipulating CD informationin large systems that referene a great number of CDs.� answer high-level queries about the existene of spei�symbols, e.g. in ases where the atual CD a symbol isde�ned in is unknown.7 ConlusionWe have argued that for the spei�ation and formalizationof the meaning of mathematial symbols we need more sup-port than is urrently available from OpenMath ontentditionaries. We have proposed to use the OMDo format{ an extension to OpenMath that allows to represent thesemantis and struture various kinds of mathematial do-uments { as the basis for an infrastruture for oneiving,administering, viewing ontent ditionary information. As

a doument-entered format, OMDo gives better readabil-ity than ontent ditionaries. With its struturing deviesinspired by methods from the �eld of software engineeringit allows for more onise and reusable spei�ations.In the meantime, OMDo is adopted as an data inter-hange format for theorem provers and program veri�a-tion systems (inluding Isabelle, 
mega, �Clam, Imps,and InKa). All of these provide a substantial amount offormalized mathematial theories, that an be used as CDinformation in the OpenMath setting.Of partiular importane in this respet is the bridgebetween the Casl standard (Common Algebrai Spei�-ation Language) [CoF98℄ urrently under development inSaarbr�uken and Bremen. This software engineering stan-dard attempts to solve a similar goal as the OpenMathstandard: the ommuniation of meaningful mathematialobjets over the net. While OpenMath has onentratedon standardizing the representation of mathematial objetsand web-based ommuniation, Casl has onentrated onstandardizing the spei�ation of (mathematial) theories(i.e. ontent ditionary information).OMDo borrows from both standards and ombines theideas in one system, thus it is well-suited as a basis for solv-ing the semantis-problem mentioned in the introdution.Together with the MBase system, whih an at as an in-terative OMDo/CD server (thus making CD informationdynami), OMDo an eventually serve as a basis for theontext problem mentioned there. This will however requirea tighter integration with the protool/ontrol layer, whihwe intend to study in the near future taking [AK00℄ as abasis.
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